Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is associated with neurobehavioral reward system dysfunctions that pose debilitating impairments in adaptive decisionmaking. A candidate mechanism for such anomalies in ADHD may be a compromise in the control of motivated behaviors. Thus, demonstrating and restoring potential motivational control irregularities may serve significant clinical benefit. The motivational control of action guides goal-directed behaviors that are driven by outcome value, and habits that are inflexibly cue-triggered. We examined whether ADHD symptomology within the general population is linked to habitual control, and whether a motivationbased manipulation can break well-learned habits. We obtained symptom severity scores from 106 participants and administered a Go/NoGo task that capitalizes on familiar, well-learned associations (green-Go and red-NoGo) to demonstrate outcomeinsensitivity when compared to newly learned Go/NoGo associations. We tested for outcome-insensitive habits by changing the Go and NoGo contingencies, such that Go signals became NoGo signals and vice versa. We found that generally, participants responded less accurately when green and red stimuli were mapped to color-response contingencies that were incongruent with daily experiences, whereas novel Go/NoGo stimuli evoked similar accuracy regardless of color-response mappings. Thus, our Go/NoGo task successfully elicited outcome-insensitive habits (i.e., persistent responses to familiar stimuli without regard for consequences); however, this effect was independent of ADHD symptomology. Nevertheless, we found an association between hyperactivity and congruent Go response latency, suggesting heightened prepotency to perform habitual Go actions as hyperactivity increases. To examine habit disruption, participants returned to the lab and underwent the familiar version of the Go/NoGo task, but were given mid-experiment performance tracking information and a monetary incentive prior to contingency change. We found that this motivational boost via dual feedback prevented the incongruency-related accuracy impairment, effectively breaking the habit, albeit independent of ADHD symptomology. Our findings present only a modest link between ADHD symptomology and motivational control, which ADHD Symptomology and Well-Learned Habits may be due to compensatory mechanisms in ADHD driving goal-directed control, or our task's potential insensitivity to individual differences in ADHD symptomology. Further investigations may be crucial for determining whether ADHD is related to motivational impairments.
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INTRODUCTION
Individuals with attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) are known to exhibit cognitive impairments that span domains of attention and impulsivity (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) . These hallmark symptoms are often accompanied by executive control irregularities, such as diminished inhibitory control and excessive distractibility that interfere with daily functioning (Willcutt et al., 2005) . Additionally, behavioral and neurobiological reports have highlighted reward-related abnormalities in ADHD, in that individuals with ADHD display impairments in learning from, interacting with, and processing rewards (Ceceli et al., 2019) . Children and adults with ADHD present heightened delay aversion, such that they choose immediate, less valuable rewards over delayed yet larger rewards (Sonuga-Barke et al., 1992; Kessler et al., 2005b; Antrop et al., 2006; Marx et al., 2013) . In addition to such examples of suboptimal decision-making, individuals with ADHD also exhibit abnormal reward-related neural processing in the brain's reward circuitry, such as decreased signaling in the ventral striatum during reward anticipation, and atypical orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) activity during reward delivery (Ströhle et al., 2008; Wilbertz et al., 2012; Furukawa et al., 2014; Plichta and Scheres, 2014; von Rhein et al., 2015) . The affected regions of the brain that regulate reward anticipation and processing (i.e., the striatum and prefrontal cortex), are also known as integral areas for executing motivated behaviors O'Doherty, 2016) . These neurobehavioral dysfunctions in ADHD, when taken together with the cardinal presentations of inattention and impulsivity, suggest potential disparities in the control of motivated behaviors that have yet to be elucidated.
The motivational account of behavioral control posits that our actions can be either goal-directed, as in, performed deliberately in pursuit of a desirable outcome, or habitual, as in, triggered in response to a salient cue regardless of outcome value (Dickinson and Balleine, 1994) . These components of motivational control have distinct neural signatures, such that the prefrontal cortex and caudate are known to be imperative for the execution of goaldirected behaviors, while cue-based habitual control is largely associated with the putamen and motor cortex (Haber, 2003; O'Doherty et al., 2004; Tricomi et al., 2009 ). Interestingly, a compelling body of work documents functional and structural abnormalities in ADHD when compared to neurotypicals (NTs) in these brain regions, suggesting a compromised corticostriatal system that could be indicative of motivational control deficits. For example, ADHD is associated with reduced gray matter volume in the caudate, expansion of the posterior putamen, and aberrant connectivity in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) (Qiu et al., 2009; Frodl and Skokauskas, 2012; Costa Dias et al., 2013; Norman et al., 2016; von Rhein et al., 2017; Rosch et al., 2018) . Studies in rodents have suggested that a rat model of ADHD, the spontaneously hypertensive rat, exhibits a habitdominated motivational control system, in that these rats that possess ADHD-like symptoms also display outcome-insensitive behavioral patterns (i.e., pressing a lever that predicts a food outcome to which the rat is sated) (Natsheh and Shiflett, 2015) . Neural evidence suggests that this behavioral deficit is linked to imbalances in dopamine receptor activation, supporting the idea that abnormalities in the striatal systems may also manifest as an over-reliance on habitual control in ADHD (Natsheh and Shiflett, 2018) .
If ADHD is indeed associated with enhanced habitual control that favors outcome-insensitive behaviors, the next logical and translationally valuable step would be to identify strategies that can overcome this behavioral deficit. For instance, performancecontingent feedback is a frequently employed tool that has been shown to improve behavioral output (Montague and Webber, 1965; Kluger and DeNisi, 1996) . The positive effects of feedback in the form of performance-tracking information, as well as primary and secondary incentives, have been well-documented in the cognitive flexibility domain -namely using task-switching paradigms. Indeed, even the promise of a future performancecontingent reward has been shown to amplify task-switching performance (Yee et al., 2016) . Importantly, performancecontingent monetary feedback is associated with the engagement of top-down control of task-switching processes (Umemoto and Holroyd, 2015) . Taken together, we believe that the benefits of feedback on behavioral output and control over actions may carry over to the restoration of goal-directed behaviors in ADHD. Specifically, we reason that amplifying the salience of the outcomes of one's behaviors with feedback (e.g., tying task performance to monetary incentives and performance tracking) may reactivate goal-representations in otherwise stimulusdriven associations. In support of this hypothesis, we have previously demonstrated the beneficial effects of feedback on the motivational control of action (Ceceli et al., 2019) .
Tackling the expression of habits and the restoration of goal-directed behaviors in potentially compromised populations may involve overcoming the methodological limitations of the traditional habit paradigm. A meaningful assessment of habit expression and disruption may require access to rigid habits with a strong association between the triggering stimulus and the behavioral response. Therefore, instead of relying on labile, newly learned habits that have been the subject of inquiry in most investigations of motivational control (Ceceli and Tricomi, 2018) , it may be more effective to study habit expression and disruption via well-learned, existing S-R associations that do not require extensive training in the laboratory (Ceceli et al., 2019) .
To this end, we developed a Go/NoGo task that capitalizes on familiar green and red traffic light stimuli that activate existing stimulus-response associations (Ceceli et al., 2019) . If green-Go and red-NoGo associations are habit-driven, an incongruent Go/NoGo mapping (green-NoGo, red-Go) should produce significant decrements in accuracy. Importantly, Go/NoGo mappings that involve novel stimuli with no significant behavioral representations (i.e., blue and purple light stimuli) should evoke no mapping-related performance impairments. If ADHD is associated with heightened habitual control, symptom severity might track the mapping-related impairments elicited by the familiar Go/NoGo stimuli (e.g., higher symptom severity scores should predict heightened errors of commission -response execution when instructed to withhold). Furthermore, if performance and monetary feedback are effective in restoring goal-directed control, this dual feedback delivery should protect against the mapping-related accuracy impairment, preventing the increase in commission errors when Go and NoGo associations are incongruent with daily experiences. Similarly, such a disruption in habits may also be correlated to ADHD symptom severity, such that a more severe presentation of ADHD symptoms may be less affected by the beneficial effects of feedback. Alternatively, if feedback is a salient enough motivator, highly symptomatic individuals may also benefit from our feedback manipulation, resulting in habit disruption across the board. To reveal whether ADHD is associated with habitual control, and whether a habitdominated motivational control system may be remediated, we administered our well-learned habit task over the course of 2 days on a large sample from the general population, from whom we collected ADHD-related symptomology information. On the first day, we examined the execution of well-learned habits in our sample, and on the second day, we introduced our motivational enhancement manipulation -a combined delivery of performance information and monetary feedbackto restore goal-directed control. Importantly, per our preregistered analysis plan (document URL) 1 , we used ADHDrelated measures to detect whether symptoms of the disorder tracked well-learned habit expression and disruption.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
To determine the sample size for our study, we performed an a priori power analysis on data from an existing study that examined inhibitory control capacity and ADHD-related symptoms (Wodushek and Neumann, 2003) . In this study, healthy adults were categorized into high vs. low ADHD symptom groups for inhibitory control comparisons. We extracted effect sizes from the correlations between inhibitory control and non-verbal inattention in both symptom severity groups, and averaged the two resulting projected sample sizes.
1 https://osf.io/fjcbw
The averaged sample size needed to reach 80% statistical power was determined to be 105. We recruited 106 participants to make up for one participant's corrupted data. Thus, 106 undergraduate students (79 female, 27 male; M age = 20.23, SD age = 4.07) from the Rutgers University-Newark campus participated for course credit. Informed consent was provided by all subjects per Declaration of Helsinki human subject protection guidelines. The Rutgers University Institutional Review Board approved study protocols. Individuals were excluded from participation for selfreported color-blindness. Two participants' data were excluded from analyses due to attrition (n = 1) and data corruption (n = 1). Thus, the statistical analyses were performed on the remaining 104 participants (77 female, 27 male participants; M age = 20.20, SD age = 4.10).
Materials and Procedures
Participants performed Go/NoGo tasks adapted from Ceceli et al. (2019) over 2 days. On day one, all participants underwent Go/NoGo tasks with familiar green and red traffic light stimuli (Familiar condition), and novel blue and purple traffic light stimuli (Novel condition) as Go and NoGo signals. Participants were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately to these stimuli as possible using the keyboard. A second phase followed in each Stim_Familiarity condition (Familiar/Novel conditions), where the color-response mappings were swapped (see Figure 1) . In the Familiar condition, the Green-Go/RedNoGo color-response mapping was considered "congruent" with daily experiences, while the Red-Go/Green-NoGo mapping was considered "incongruent, " in that it required the participant to override the well-established go and stop meanings of these stimuli. The Novel condition stimuli, however, are assumed to have no well-established Go or NoGo associations in daily life, in that the swapping of the color-response mappings should not require overriding associations that have been wellestablished. If familiar associations elicit habitual, cue-driven behavioral control, participants should experience a significant impairment in NoGo accuracy when green is mapped with NoGo. In the Novel condition, participants should perform similarly when managing either color-response mapping due to blue and purple not being strongly associated with Go/NoGo signals, reflecting goal-directed performance. We counterbalanced the order in which participants underwent the two phases within each Stim_Familiarity condition to ensure that our results were not due to a specific order of managing color-response contingencies. We also counterbalanced the order in which participants underwent the Familiar and Novel conditions. Lastly, participants completed the Adult ADHD Self-Report Scale (ASRS), a two-part survey that captures inattentive and hyperactive symptom manifestation associated with ADHD (Kessler et al., 2005a) , and a demographic survey, concluding day one's procedures.
Day two was completed within 3 days of day one and examined the potential habit-disrupting effect of a motivational enhancement. We separated these sessions by at least 1 day to minimize potential training effects. On day two, all participants underwent the Familiar condition of the Go/NoGo task, completing the "congruent" color-mapping first. Next, we FIGURE 1 | Go/NoGo task with familiar and novel lights. Participants undergo both Familiar and Novel conditions. In the Familiar condition, participants complete two phases: one in which green represents Go and red represents NoGo ("congruent" mapping), and one in which red represents Go and green represents NoGo ("incongruent" mapping). In the Novel condition, participants complete two similar phases, but the colors are blue and purple, for which we assume no strong pre-existing associations with go/stop responses. We predicted more commission errors in the Familiar condition for incongruent than congruent mappings, indicating outcome insensitivity, with no such within-subject differences expected in the Novel condition. Phase and Stim_Familiarity condition orders were counterbalanced across subjects.
induced motivational enhancement via the delivery of cumulative performance feedback and a monetary incentive. Specifically, participants' cumulative task performance was displayed as a percentage score on the screen. Additionally, the experimenter briefly left the room, returning shortly after with a $5 cash bonus. The participants were informed that the $5 bonus was due to their performance on the task. The participants were then instructed to perform the "incongruent" color-mapping of the Familiar condition, and were informed that they may receive another performance-contingent cash bonus afterward. Unbeknownst to the participants, the mid-session cash bonus was not actually contingent on performance. We did not counterbalance color-mapping of Go/NoGo contingencies on day two to render the congruent color-mapping performance as baseline. Thus, we were able to test whether the presence of a mid-experiment motivational manipulation affected subsequent incongruent color-mapping performance (i.e., overriding the green-Go/red-NoGo habit). Lastly, participants completed the Creature of Habit Survey (COHS) (Ersche et al., 2017) , quantifying the frequency of daily habitual tendencies, and a brief post-experiment questionnaire.
In each phase, there was a 5:1 Go/NoGo ratio, with 100 Go and 20 NoGo trials. Each Go/NoGo stimulus remained on the screen for 400 ms. Participants were required to respond to Go signals before the offset of the stimulus for a correct response. After offset, each response produced a brief "correct" or "incorrect" text slide. To ensure engagement with the task, inter-trial intervals varied randomly between 1200 and 2400 ms. Participants completed a practice session prior to each Stim_Familiarity condition, which consisted of six correct Go or NoGo responses using that condition's stimuli. The experimenter remained present to ensure the instructions were understood during the practice sessions.
Data Analysis
We pre-registered our task procedures and analyses prior to data collection via the Open Science Framework project registration portal (document URL: see text footnote 1). Analyses that were not outlined in our pre-registration document are marked as exploratory below. Data analysis was performed using the nlme package in R (version 3.5.1).
We used NoGo accuracy as our primary measure of outcomesensitivity,as the moderate Go to NoGo ratio was hypothesized to produce prepotent Go responses (Young et al., 2018) . NoGo accuracy has been the gold standard in studying behavioral control (Schulz et al., 2007; Meule, 2017) . We selected this measure as our primary outcome of interest because our hypotheses are grounded in the idea that overriding the prepotent Go response will differ based on the real-world familiarity associated with color-response mappings in the task, and be further driven by ADHD symptom severity. As a secondary measure of outcome-sensitivity, we also performed all analyses using Go accuracy to supplement our assertions of differential outcome-sensitivity across Familiar and Novel conditions, and reveal the potential role of ADHD symptom severity in contributing to outcome-sensitivity. An alternative method of reporting Go/NoGo results is centered on the signal detection approach, in which Z-scored "hits" are subtracted from Z-scored "false alarms" to derive a sensitivity bias estimate for that particular run (Stanislaw and Todorov, 1999) . However, this approach may complicate extracting color-specific accuracy information that is spread out over multiple runs-for example, extracting a sensitivity bias for green would require hits from the congruent, and false alarms from the incongruent run. Nonetheless, when sensitivity biases are derived on familiarity and congruency (e.g., when measured using Green-Go hits together with Red-NoGo false alarms to yield a sensitivity bias for the familiar-congruent mapping) the results mirror the analyses reported here using traditional accuracy rates. The corresponding signal detection analyses can be found in our shared analysis scripts and data output materials in the section Supplementary Data Sheet 1, "Signal Detection Analyses" in Supplementary Material.
Participants with standardized residuals less than −3.3 and greater than 3.3 were identified as outliers (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2007) . Analyses excluding outliers are reported if data removal produces substantial changes in results (i.e., changes in statistical significance of any regressor). Bootstrapped
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ADHD Symptom Severity and Well-Learned Habits
We performed an omnibus hierarchical multiple regression test to discern the contributions of symptom severity on outcomesensitivity within Familiar and Novel condition data collected on day 1. This hierarchical structure permitted us to extract information about the amount of variance explained by groups of regressors (i.e., controlled variables, individual difference measures, and experimental variables), while also obtaining the predictive strengths of each individual regressor. Importantly, each additional step in the hierarchy updates the parameter estimates of the regressors in the previous steps, such that we are also able to detect how controlled variables may influence other regressors of interest. We used NoGo_Accuracy (i.e., change in NoGo accuracy scores across mappings) as our dependent variable (DV) to measure the within-subject mapping-related change in accuracy. A greater mappingrelated impairment represents greater outcome-insensitivity (e.g., heightened difficulty overriding a color-response mapping). In a hierarchical structure, we first input the regressors Age, Gender, Stim_Familiarity_Order (order in which participants underwent Familiar and Novel conditions), Phase_Order (order in which participants underwent color-response mappings within each Stim_Familiarity condition), and Driving (each participant's experience driving, scaled in months), with Subject as a random factor into a linear mixed model. This model extracted the predictive strength of each of these controlled variables on outcome-sensitivity. In the next hierarchical step, we added the regressors ASRS_Inattentive (part A of the ASRS measure capturing symptoms of inattention), ASRS_Hyperactive (part B of the ASRS measure capturing symptoms of hyperactivity), and ASRS_Total (parts A and B aggregated to derive a composite score of ADHD symptom severity). Because our sample included six participants who had received ADHD diagnoses, we also input a Diagnosis regressor to determine whether clinical manifestation of ADHD -albeit in a small proportion of participants -affects outcome-sensitivity. We used COHS scores as a regressor to find potential correlations with tendency to behave habitually in daily life and outcome-sensitivity in our task. These regressors served to explain the main effects of each individual difference measure on outcome-sensitivity. In the third step of the hierarchical model, we input Stim_Familiarity (Familiar/Novel) as a regressor to specifically detect whether participants exhibited differential outcome-sensitivity across Familiar and Novel conditions. A significant contribution of this variable would confirm that the familiar red and green stimuli indeed elicit outcomeinsensitive, habitual control, while the novel stimuli are labile, and thus controlled by goal-directed processes. We performed post hoc t-tests of NoGo accuracy between phases in each Stim_Familiarity condition to ascertain differential mappingrelated impairment across Familiar and Novel conditions. Lastly, because of our specific focus on the influence of ADHD symptomology on habitual control, we also entered all individual difference measures' interactions with Stim_Familiarity as regressors (e.g., ADHD_Inattentive × Stim_Familiarity) into step four of the model. Thus, we were able to distinguish the effects of each variable on outcome-sensitivity across Familiar and Novel conditions.
In brief, we expected the controlled demographic and counterbalancing variables (Age, Gender, Driving, Stim_Familiarity_Order, and Phase_Order) to be trivial in predicting outcome-sensitivity. We did not expect the Driving regressor to play a significant role in altering outcome-sensitivity, as we expect our well-learned habit task to capture wellestablished associations that extend beyond experience with these color-response mappings in a traffic context. We input both main effect and interaction regressors related to individual differences in ADHD symptomology and daily habitual tendencies to reveal potential associations with outcomesensitivity. This way, we were able to inquire whether these individual difference regressors yielded strong associations with global outcome-sensitivity (i.e., main effects predicting mappingrelated impairments independent of stimulus familiarity), and further interrogate whether such an association existed with well-learned habit expression in particular (i.e., ADHD-related measure × Stim_Familiarity interaction predicting an effect on outcome-sensitivity differentially across Familiar/Novel conditions). We also expected Stim_Familiarity to serve as a significant predictor in driving outcome-sensitivity, as the Familiar condition stimuli should selectively elicit outcomeinsensitive habits, while the Novel condition stimuli should have no such effect on behavior.
ADHD Symptom Severity and Habit Disruption
We have previously shown the habit-disrupting effect of cumulative performance and monetary feedback (Ceceli et al., 2019) . Here, we test via another omnibus regression whether ADHD symptom severity predicts habit disruption success. We performed a similar linear mixed model on the aggregate of Familiar data across 2 days, encompassing performance to the Familiar stimuli with and without feedback. We input our controlled variables of Age, Gender, Driving, Stim_Familiarity_Order, and Phase_Order, with Subject as a random factor into the first step. Our model similarly included ASRS_Inattentive, ASRS_Hyperactive, ASRS_Total, Diagnosis, and COHS in the second step to detect the main effects of individual differences on outcomesensitivity. In the third step, our regression included a Feedback regressor that coded the availability of the midexperiment dual-feedback manipulation. Because this analysis was performed only on the Familiar condition data (the Novel condition was not administered on the second day with feedback), we included no Stim_Familiarity regressor. Lastly, we included in step 4 our individual difference measures' interactions with Feedback as regressors (e.g., ASRS_Inattentive × Feedback) to examine habit disruption per variations in ADHD-related behaviors and daily habitual tendencies.
Similar to our previous omnibus regression, we expected trivial contribution from our controlled variables, but a significant contribution from the Feedback regressor, as the delivery of dual feedback should disrupt the welllearned habit. We expected that symptom severity may affect outcome-sensitivity globally (significant main effects of individual difference measures), but also differentially across Feedback sessions (e.g., significant contribution of ADHD_Inattentive × Feedback). Additionally, we identified an alternative hypothesis -the possibility of habit disruption across the board (pre-registration document, Hypothesis 2b_alt). We expected no directionality in subtypes governing outcomesensitivity (as in, inattentiveness or hyperactivity specifically driving habits), but we do note that if either subtype plays a major role in driving motivational control in the previous omnibus regression detecting the role of symptom severity on habitual control, that same subtype should predict habit disruption. We expected the frequency of habitual tendencies in daily life, as assayed by COHS, to yield a negative correlation with habit disruption (i.e., a significant COHS × Feedback result).
Supplementary Index of Outcome-Sensitivity: Go Accuracy
We used Go accuracy as a supplemental measure of outcomesensitivity. Thus, we repeated all mixed models that examined NoGo_Accuracy using Go_Accuracy as DV.
Exploratory Analyses: Go RT and Individual Difference Measures
We extended our analyses beyond the pre-registered plans and explored the potential correlations between Go reaction time (RT) and our individual difference measures of symptom severity (ASRS_Inattentiveness and ASRS_Hyperactivity) and daily habitual tendencies (COHS). These variables were entered into a correlation matrix, and Pearson's r values were corrected for multiple comparisons using the Holm-Bonferroni method. Specifically, we expected a negative correlation between RT and our individual difference measures. Most notably, we expected such an association between RT and ASRS_Hyperactivity, which would suggest quicker familiar Go actions to be associated with pronounced hyperactivity.
RESULTS
ADHD Symptom Severity and Well-Learned Habits
We performed a linear mixed model using NoGo_Accuracy as the DV and Subject as a random factor to determine whether ADHD symptom severity significantly predicts outcomesensitivity in our well-learned habit task. Our proposed model violated the assumptions of non-multicollinearity, in that three pairs of fixed factors were highly correlated with each other (for the associated Variance Inflation Factors, see section "Supplementary Material"). Thus, we report the analyses as registered in the section "Supplementary Material, " and report below an adjusted model that meets the assumptions of nonmulticollinearity, normality and homoscedasticity (see Table 1 ). Specifically, we revised our model to remove the regressors Age, Stim_Familiarity_Order, and ASRS_Total to prevent multicollinearity with the regressors Driving, Phase_Order, and ASRS_Inattentive/Hyperactive that are more crucial for our hypotheses. Standard within-group residuals were within −3.3 and 3.3; thus, no participants were identified as outliers (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2007) . In the first step of our hierarchical mixed model, contrary to our hypothesis, Gender significantly predicted outcome-sensitivity, β Gender = −0.15, p = 0.036, in that female participants displayed significantly worse mappingrelated impairments. Neither Driving experience nor the counterbalancing variable, Phase_Order, predicted outcomesensitivity (ps > 0.252), model R 2 = 0.03. In the second step of the model, we added the individual difference measures of ADHD symptom severity, clinical ADHD diagnosis, and frequency of habitual tendencies in daily life (COHS). We found no main effects of individual difference measures on outcome-sensitivity (all ps > 0.548). The log likelihood estimate derived by comparing first and second steps of our model yielded no significant global (as in, non-Stim_Familiarity specific) contribution attributable to the ASRS_Inattentive, ASRS_Hyperactive, Diagnosis, and COHS regressors, χ 2 (4) = 0.70, p = 0.952, R 2 = 0.03, R 2 < 0.01. In the third step, we entered the Stim_Familiarity regressor, which significantly improved the predictive strength of the model, χ 2 (1) = 21.53, p < 0.001, R 2 = 0.13, R 2 = 0.10, β Stim_Familiarity = 0.31, t(103) = 4.66, p < 0.001, meaning outcomesensitivity was differentially affected by whether participants managed the Familiar or Novel versions of the task. Post hoc t-tests confirmed that mapping-related NoGo accuracy impairments were evident only when managing Go/NoGo contingencies in the Familiar condition, t(103) = 5.33, p < 0.001, while performance in the Novel condition was comparable regardless of color-mapping associations, t(103) = −1.09, FIGURE 2 | Familiar stimuli elicit incongruency-related impairments in NoGo accuracy. Participants exhibit outcome-insensitivity when managing familiar stimuli with color-response mappings that are incongruent with their daily experiences (p < 0.001). Newly learned Go/NoGo signals evoke no significant change in NoGo accuracy regardless of color-response mapping, indicating intact goal-directed performance (p = 0.279). The differential habit expression effect across Stim_Familiarity conditions depicted here is independent from ADHD symptom severity (see Table 1 for individual difference measure contributions to habit expression). Color of bars reflects NoGo stimulus colors. Figure 2) . In the fourth step of the model, we input the interaction of each individual difference regressor with Stim_Familiarity to detect their potentially differential effects on outcome-sensitivity across Familiar and Novel conditions, but found no significant contribution from any ADHD-related or daily habit frequency variable (all ps > 0.085, χ 2 (4) = 6.19, p = 0.186, R 2 = 0.15, R 2 = 0.03). These results suggest that our sample exhibited outcome-insensitive well-learned habits across the board, but the degree of habitual control as assessed by change in NoGo accuracy was not significantly related to ADHD symptom severity.
ADHD Symptom Severity and Habit Disruption
Similarly, we altered our pre-registered model to prevent multicollinearity, and performed a linear mixed model to examine the link between ADHD symptomology and habit disruption (see Table 2 ). The pre-registered analysis that violated assumptions of multicollinearity can be found in the section "Supplementary Material." In our corrected model, we input Gender, Phase_Order, and Driving experience into step one, where none significantly predicted outcome-sensitivity (all ps > 0.142), model R 2 = 0.01. In step two, we added ASRS_Inattentive, ASRS_Hyperactive, Diagnosis, and COHS into the model, and found that none of these regressors yielded main effects on outcome-sensitivity (all ps > 0.162), and they did not significantly improve the predictive strength of the model, χ 2 (4) = 3.19, p = 0.526, R 2 = 0.03, R 2 = 0.01. We input Feedback as a regressor in step three, which contributed significantly to predicting outcome-sensitivity, β Feedback = −0.28, t(103) = −4.13, p < 0.001, and rendered the model a significant predictor of NoGo_Accuracy, χ 2 (1) = 17.10, p < 0.001, R 2 = 0.11, R 2 = 0.08. We performed post hoc pairedsamples t-tests to confirm the beneficial effect of dual feedback.
We found that a significant NoGo accuracy impairment was evident in absence of dual feedback, t(103) = 5.33, p < 0.001, whereas the delivery of feedback yielded no significant accuracy impairments, t(103) = −0.50, p = 0.616 (see Figure 3) . No individual difference measures' interaction regressor in step four significantly predicted outcome-sensitivity (all ps > 0.391, χ 2 (4) = 1.56, p = 0.815, R 2 = 0.11, R 2 = 0.01). These results suggest that the delivery of dual feedback indeed had a protective effect on outcome-sensitivity when managing familiar stimuli, albeit independent of ADHD symptom severity.
Supplementary Analysis of ADHD Symptom Severity and Well-Learned Habits
We performed identical analyses using Go_Accuracy as DV and Subject as a random factor to capture the potential association between ADHD symptomology and a supplemental assay of outcome-sensitivity (see Table 3 ). Two participants' data were identified as outliers. Due to changes in statistical significance following outlier correction, we report our outlier-removed dataset below, highlighting any change in statistical significance due to outlier correction. Neither Gender, Phase_Order, nor Driving experience predicted Go_Accuracy (all ps > 0.323), model R 2 = 0.01. In step two, the Diagnosis regressor, which codes for the presence of a clinical ADHD diagnosis, made a significant contribution, β Diagnosis = 0.17, t(94) = 2.11, p = 0.038 (without outlier correction: β Diagnosis = 0.14, t(96) = 1.80, p = 0.076). Specifically, the presence of a diagnosis predicted more flexible Go actions. No FIGURE 3 | Dual monetary/performance feedback prevents the incongruency-related impairments in NoGo accuracy, breaking the habit. Participants exhibit no incongruency-related NoGo accuracy impairments after receiving cumulative performance and monetary feedback (p = 616). Without this feedback integration, participants exhibit a significant impairment in NoGo accuracy when the color-response mappings are incongruent with daily experiences (p < 0.001). The habit disruption effect of feedback is independent of ADHD symptom severity (see Table 2 for individual difference measure contributions to habit disruption). Color of bars reflects NoGo stimulus colors. FIGURE 4 | Familiar stimuli elicit incongruency-related impairments in Go accuracy. Analysis of our supplementary index of outcome-sensitivity, Go accuracy, yields evidence of habitual Go actions when managing familiar stimuli with color-response mappings that are incongruent with daily experiences (p < 0.001). In contrast, newly learned Go/NoGo contingencies evoke no significant change in Go accuracy regardless of color-response mapping, indicating intact goal-directed performance (p = 0.445). The differential habit expression effect across Stim_Familiarity conditions depicted here is independent from ADHD symptom severity (see Table 3 for individual difference measure contributions to habit expression). Color of bars reflects Go stimulus colors.
other step two regressor significantly predicted Go_Accuracy (all ps > 0.259) The step two model was not significantly improved from step one, χ 2 (4) = 5.56, p = 0.235, R 2 = 0.04, R 2 = 0.03. The Stim_Familiarity regressor in step three served as a significant predictor, β Stim_Familiarity = 0.14, t(101) = 2.07, p = 0.010, improving the predictive strength of the model, χ 2 (1) = 4.44, p = 0.035, R 2 = 0.06, R 2 = 0.02. Paired-samples t-tests revealed a significant Go accuracy impairment in the Familiar condition, t(101) = 3.80, p < 0.001, but not the Novel condition, t(101) = −0.77, p = 0.445 (see Figure 4) . Lastly in step four, other than Diagnosis × Stim_Familiarity, β Diagnosis × Stim_Familiarity = 0.19, t(97) = 2.71, p = 0.008, no individual difference measures significantly predicted Go_Accuracy across the Familiar and Novel conditions (all other interaction ps > 0.125, χ 2 (4) = 10.43, p = 0.034, R 2 = 0.10, R 2 = 0.05). Because we only had six individuals with an ADHD diagnosis, we refrain from further interpretations of the contribution of the Diagnosis regressor. These results suggest that Go accuracy is differentially affected by whether familiar or novel stimuli serve as Go/NoGo signals, and a significant impairment is evident when familiar contingencies are incongruent with daily experiences. However, the habitual Go actions elicited by our familiar stimuli are independent of ADHD symptom severity.
Supplementary Analysis of ADHD Symptom Severity and Habit Disruption
We investigated habit disruption via mapping-related changes in Go accuracy using a similar mixed model (see Table 4 ). Our 
multicollinearity-corrected model identified two outliers.
We report outlier-removed results below, accompanied by any changes in statistical significance following outlier correction. In step one of the mixed model, no controlled regressors predicted Go_Accuracy (all ps > 0.093), model R 2 = 0.02. In step two, COHS was a near significant variable, β COHS = −0.14, t(94) = −1.95, p = 0.054 (without outliercorrection: β COHS = −0.08, t(96) = −1.05, p = 0.296), suggesting that a higher frequency of daily habits may predict more outcome-insensitive Go actions. Otherwise, no individual difference regressor served as a significant predictor of Go_Accuracy (all other ps = 0.149), although the inclusion of step two regressors resulted in the Phase_Order variable to yield a near-significant p-value, p = 0.066.
Step two regressors in aggregate yielded only a near-significant contribution on the DV, χ 2 (4) = 8.56, p < 0.073, R 2 = 0.06, R 2 = 0.04. In step FIGURE 5 | Dual monetary/performance feedback prevents the incongruency-related impairments in Go accuracy, breaking the habit. Similar to our NoGo accuracy results, analyses of the outcome-sensitivity measure of Go accuracy yield evidence for habit disruption due to cumulative performance and monetary feedback delivery. Participants exhibit no incongruency-related Go accuracy impairments after receiving dual feedback (p = 0.573). Without this feedback integration, participants exhibit a significant impairment in Go accuracy when the color-response mappings are incongruent with daily experiences (p < 0.001). The habit disruption effect of feedback is independent of ADHD symptom severity (see Table 4 for individual difference measure contributions to habit disruption). Color of bars reflects Go stimulus colors.
three, the Feedback regressor significantly predicted outcomesensitivity as indexed by Go_Accuracy, β Feedback = −0.26, t(101) = −4.07, p < 0.001, improving the predictive strength of the model, χ 2 (1) = 16.01, p < 0.001, R 2 = 0.13, R 2 = 0.07. This finding suggests that outcome-sensitivity as assessed by Go_Accuracy is differentially impacted depending on the availability of dual feedback. Indeed, a post hoc pairedsamples t-test confirms a significant impairment in Go accuracy when no feedback is delivered, t(103) = 3.85, p < 0.001, whereas with feedback, no such impairment is evident, t(103) = −0.56, p = 0.573 (see Figure 5) . In step four, we found that COHS × Feedback significantly predicted habit disruption, β COHS × Feedback = −0.16, t(97) = −2.46, p = 0.016 (without outlier-correction: p = 0.120), suggesting that an increased daily habit frequency predicts a reduction in the beneficial effects of dual feedback in restoring goal-directed control. No other individual difference × Feedback regressor predicted habit disruption (all ps > 0.188, χ 2 (4) = 9.70, p = 0.046, R 2 = 0.16, R 2 = 0.04). Similar to our primary measure of outcome-sensitivity using NoGo accuracy, the protective effect of dual feedback on Go accuracy was independent from ADHD symptomology. However, we do observe a significant association between habitual tendencies in daily life and a difficulty in suppressing a well-learned habit.
Exploratory Analyses: Go RT and Individual Difference Measures
We explored the potential association between prepotency to respond to the familiar Go stimulus and our individual difference FIGURE 6 | Hyperactivity symptom severity is negatively correlated with green-Go RT. Participants exhibit a significant negative correlation between hyperactivity symptoms and RT when responding to the familiar Go stimulus that is hypothesized to elicit prepotency. In other words, participants who score higher in hyperactivity make quicker Go responses when the contingencies are congruent with their daily representations. Pearson's r = −0.25, p = 0.030, corrected for multiple comparisons using the Holm-Bonferroni method.
measures of ADHD symptom severity (ASRS_Inattentiveness and ASRS_Hyperactivity) and daily habit frequency (COHS). We reasoned that hyperactive individuals may exhibit a more pronounced prepotency to respond to Go stimuli, thus we were especially interested in the hyperactivity scale's association with RT. As hypothesized, we found a significant negative correlation between Go RT to the familiar green-Go colorresponse mapping and ASRS_Hyperactivity, r = −0.25, p = 0.030, Holm-Bonferroni corrected (Figure 6 ), suggesting that higher hyperactivity scores are associated with faster Go responses. This relationship between hyperactivity and response latency was not apparent when the Go signal was incongruent with lifelong experiences (red-Go r = −0.05, p = 1, Holm-Bonferroni corrected), or when the Novel condition stimuli served as the Go signal (purple-Go r = −0.12, p = 0.630; blue-Go r = −0.10, p = 0.770, Holm-Bonferroni corrected). The association between familiar Go RT and ASRS_Hyperactivity may suggest that individuals high in hyperactive symptoms may be exhibiting abnormally pronounced prepotency to stimuli that evoke habitual control.
DISCUSSION
The neurobehavioral evidence of atypical reward-related processes in ADHD, and the scarcity of strategies to restore potential behavioral rigidities, motivated us to examine the expression and disruption of well-learned habits as a function of ADHD symptom severity. To this end, we collected ADHD symptom severity metrics from a wide sample of participants in the general population and administered our Go/NoGo task that capitalizes on familiar green-Go/red-NoGo associations. Importantly, our incorporation of a motivational enhancement manipulation (i.e., cumulative performance and monetary feedback) permitted the study of habit expression and disruption. Our results replicate our recent documentation of familiar Go/NoGo stimuli evoking rigid habitual control, which is also rendered more flexible (i.e., goal-directed) with motivational enhancement (Ceceli et al., 2019) . However, we found only modest support for the hypothesis of ADHD symptomology tracking behavioral rigidity and habit disruption. No measure of ADHD significantly predicted outcomeinsensitivity as assayed by color-response mapping-related NoGo or Go accuracy impairments. Our exploratory analyses, however, supported our hypothesis of a significant association between pre-potency of habitual Go actions (i.e., familiar green-Go RT) and hyperactivity presentation. Furthermore, although not directly associated with ADHD, we also found a link between the frequency of habitual tendencies in daily life and habit disruption as indexed by our supplementary measure of outcome-sensitivity: mapping-related Go accuracy impairments. This significant association between daily habit frequency and difficulty breaking well-learned Go associations lends further credence to the idea that the familiar associations we capitalize on are indeed related to well-established, ecologically relevant habits. A cardinal indicator of habitual control is the performance of an action regardless of the outcome value (Dickinson and Balleine, 1994) . Accordingly, we believe that our Go/NoGo task captures outcome-sensitivity, in that the contingency change requires the agent to update which action produces the desired outcome. An impairment in the ability to override the welllearned habit may cause difficulties in flexibly updating the associations between cues and actions (i.e., the color-response mappings) that yield desirable outcomes (e.g., the value of performing a correct action).
We assert that our familiar stimuli elicit outcome-insensitive habits due to their well-established nature. The newly formed associations (e.g., purple-Go) are more labile, allowing the agent to exert goal-directed control regardless of changes to the color-response mappings. By this logic, these novel associations should eventually elicit habitual control with sufficient exposuresimilar to overtraining of S-R associations in rodents (Adams, 1982) . The magnitude of training necessary for this switch in motivational control using a change in Go and NoGo contingencies remains unknown. Previous research has suggested that pre-training stimuli over the course of an extra training session can yield stronger S-R execution in comparison to new stimulus sets (McKim et al., 2016) . Possibly, extensively training the novel associations in our paradigm may also produce habitual control, albeit not with the behavioral rigidity elicited by the familiar associations that have been associated with go and stop actions over the course of development.
In both scientific reports and diagnostic criteria, ADHD is characterized by pronounced deficits in inhibitory control (Wodka et al., 2007; American Psychiatric Association, 2013) . When taken together with the reward-related irregularities, we posited that ADHD may also be associated with an impaired motivational control system favoring habits over goal-directed behaviors. Our results do not support this hypothesis with our primary analyses, which could be due to a few key factors.
First, our study recruited participants from the general population and obtained a normal distribution of ADHDrelated symptom severity, such that most participants in our sample did not reach the clinical threshold for an ADHD diagnosis. This approach contextualizes any potential ADHDrelated impairment in motivational processes to a wider audience, thus expanding the applicability of our research. Consequentially, we are unable to sufficiently represent those who are most debilitated by the symptoms in question: individuals who meet the clinical threshold for ADHD. Any potential ADHD-related effect may therefore be weakened by the large proportion of individuals who present symptoms below the clinical threshold at magnitudes that do not impair daily functioning. Indeed, a study that recruited adults from the general population to examine ADHD symptomology-related inhibitory control disparities found only a modest association between symptom severity and Go/NoGo task accuracy with 440 participants (Polner et al., 2015) . A study with a larger sample size (n = 1156) obtained from the general population pinpointed Go/NoGo impairments due to high ADHD-like symptoms, though these effects were sensitive to variations in task structure (e.g., speed and reward structure) (Kuntsi et al., 2009 ). Taken together with our results, although the ADHD-Go/NoGo impairment association is well-documented in clinical presentations of ADHD, symptom-based approaches may not be sensitive to such effects in the general population. Nonetheless, although there may be disorder-specific factors playing a role in behavioral flexibility that are undetected here, we had reasoned that sampling indiscriminately -that is, without diagnostic cutoffs -could expand the generalizability of potential symptom-related anomalies to the public.
An alternative explanation for the absence of a strong link between motivational control and ADHD symptomology is the notion that individuals with ADHD-like symptoms may also have compensatory mechanisms that promote adaptive behavioral output. For instance, despite the strong evidence of response inhibition deficits in ADHD, attention compensation supported by parietal brain activity has been documented, resulting in comparable Go/NoGo task performance (Ersche et al., 2017) . Another possibility is that individuals with ADHD may adopt habitual or goal-directed control in different circumstances. A design that capitalizes on varying task difficulty or cognitive demands may be able to reflect such shifts in habitual and goaldirected processes that are sensitive to individual differences. Brain maturation is another candidate for behavioral similarities in ADHD and NT populations. ADHD is associated with a delayed maturation of the prefrontal cortex (Shaw et al., 2007) , a region that is critical for error detection, reversal learning, and conflict monitoring. These processes are crucial for optimal Go/NoGo task performance (Garavan et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2016) , especially one involving changes to colorresponse mappings. Accordingly, adults with ADHD may produce signs of intact Go/NoGo performance due to the maturations in prefrontal regions, compensating for potential impairments that may have been evident with a less mature cortex (Carmona et al., 2012) . Another potential compensatory mechanism may be driven by ADHD medications that act on the brain's dopaminergic systems. We did not ascertain whether our participants -with or without ADHD -were taking ADHD medication. Methylphenidate, for instance, has been reported to enhance executive function in individuals with ADHD, as well as in NTs (Schweitzer et al., 2004; Linssen et al., 2014; Moeller et al., 2014) . These beneficial effects of ADHD medication on executive function have also been shown to extend beyond methylphenidate (Hosenbocus and Chahal, 2012) . Our sample of adults with varying degrees of ADHD-related symptoms may be recruiting similar compensatory mechanisms that aid in maintaining goal-directed control. Future research that captures developmental and pharmacological aspects of ADHD and goaldirected control may elucidate which of these mechanisms plays a critical role in adaptive motivational control.
We reasoned that because hyperactive ADHD presentation is associated with the number of impulsivity-related items endorsed on the ASRS (Kessler et al., 2005a) , participants exhibiting high hyperactivity may execute quicker, impulsive Go actions. Our green-Go RT data supported our hypothesis, in that hyperactivity scores correlated with quicker responses to the well-learned habit eliciting stimulus. It should be noted that this finding was the result of an exploratory analysis. Nonetheless, our finding of a significant response latency and hyperactivity association bridges the fields of motivation and ADHD. Impulsivity, a core element of the hyperactive presentation of ADHD, is also associated with reflexive behaviors to cues and heightened variability in response latency (Kirkeby and Robinson, 2005) . The heightened pre-potency to respond to habitual cues tracked by our hyperactivity scale may suggest an overlap in the motivational and inhibitory mechanisms underlying hyperactivity in ADHD, potentially explaining the lapses in behavioral output that result in higher RT and accuracy variability (Kirkeby and Robinson, 2005; Tamm et al., 2012) . In other words, if hyperactivity predicts quicker responses to well-learned stimuli and high RT variability, this effect may be due to motivational and motor processes that are activated depending on past experience with the cue at hand. Future research will be imperative in effectively dissociating the motivational, attentional, and inhibitory processes that underlie response latency variability in ADHD.
In addition to the analyses reported here, an alternative method of exploring Go and NoGo performance is via signal detection. In a typical signal detection analysis, hits, misses, false alarms, and correct rejection values are used to derive d' -an estimate of response bias (Stanislaw and Todorov, 1999) . Importantly, in each run of our task, a color-response mapping (e.g., green-Go) would only provide two of the four values that comprise a d' score (i.e., hits and misses, but not false alarms or correct rejections for this color). The remaining parameters would need to be extracted from the "incongruent" run (green-NoGo), which would make it difficult to obtain accurate response bias information. However, one can indeed investigate signal detection based on familiarity and congruency of the color-response mappings (e.g., where green-Go and redNoGo together are coded as d'_familiar_congruent, and greenNoGo, red-Go are together coded as d'_familiar_incongruent). When performed as such, response bias results mirror our NoGo and Go accuracy findings reported here, in that (1) participants show high response bias when the color-response mappings are familiar and congruent with daily experiences, (2) response bias is significantly lower when familiar stimuli are mapped onto incongruent responses, (3) the two novel color-response mappings are similar in the elicited response bias, and (4) response bias does not show significant associations with ADHDrelated individual difference measures.
Limitations
We acknowledge several limitations in the present study that should be considered in future investigations.
Although we were able to generalize our findings to a wider audience by recruiting without diagnostic cutoffs, we did not survey participants for history of psychiatric illnesses or psychoactive medication use. Several psychiatric conditions have been documented to affect motivational control (Griffiths et al., 2014) . Furthermore, ADHD medications have been shown to improve executive function (Hosenbocus and Chahal, 2012; Linssen et al., 2014; Moeller et al., 2014) , which may be related to the expansion of cognitive resources necessary to maintain goal-directed control. An interesting avenue to explore in future ADHD research may be the roles of psychiatric comorbidities and treatment history in the expression of habits.
Our study's primary hypotheses regarding habitual control and ADHD symptomology were motivated by reports of reward circuitry dysfunction in ADHD (Ceceli et al., 2019) . However, we did not collect neural data that may speak to the potential links between ADHD symptomology and habitual control as mediated by neural function. The brain systems of reward processing and learning are outside the scope of our study, but the mechanisms underlying motivational control as related to ADHD symptoms may be effectively elucidated by a neurobiological approach. Future research that examines the potential disparities in the ADHD brain related to motivational control may advance our understanding of the disorder's pathophysiology.
We adopted a within-subject design to tackle the expression and disruption of habits over the course of two sessions. This design permitted us to compare habit expression and disruption at an individual basis while improving statistical power. However, it can be argued that administering a task twice to the same set of participants may introduce training effects. Our second session data suggest that participants did not significantly improve their performance in the face of congruent associations by merely undergoing the task in the previous session. However, the definitive method to circumvent potential training effects would be to apply a between-subjects design, in which separate sets of participants undergo the feedback and no-feedback sessions. We report in another study that adopts a between-subject design a similar pattern of results -motivational enhancement indeed disrupts the expression of well-learned habits (Ceceli et al., 2019) .
CONCLUSION
Attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder is a heterogenous psychiatric condition with debilitating consequences to behavior, neural processing, and well-being. In this study, we aimed to reveal the potential irregularities in managing well-learned habits by sampling symptom severity information from the general population. Although we did not find a strong association between motivational control deficits and ADHD-related symptoms, our data replicate a previous report of well-learned habit expression and disruption, and allude to a link between hyperactivity and pre-potency to respond to well-learned Go stimuli. Taken together with previous reports of compensatory mechanisms aiding in Go/NoGo task performance in ADHD, delay in cortical maturation in ADHD yielding differential inhibitory processes across children and adults, and our sample largely comprising subclinical ADHD presentations, a full understanding of the potential link between ADHD and motivational control may require a neurobehavioral and developmental approach.
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